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This article reviews analytical results and practical experience
with randomized modulation in power electronic converters. After
providing a brief overview of power electronics and of relevant
switching patterns, we present performance specifications for
converters (in terms of electromagnetic interference, vibrations
and acoustic noise), and classify various randomized switching
schemes. We review the most directly related references next, and
introduce the mathematical objects of primary interest—averaged
autocorrelation and power spectrum. We then list some results for
the (simpler) case of stationary modulation and consider in detail
the more general case of randomized switching based on Markov
chains. Our aim is twofold—to present results important for
practice and to establish connections with several areas of applied
probability. Finally, we consider the synthesis task for the two
cases of randomized modulation, followed by brief conclusions.
Keywords—EMI reduction, Markov chains, power converters,
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I. INTRODUCTION TO POWER CONVERTERS
Switching power converters are designed to convert elec-
trical power from one form to another with high efficiency.
The high efficiency is obtained by using only switching de-
vices,energystorageelementsandtransformers(allofwhich
are ideally lossless), and relying on appropriate modulation
of the switches to convert the available ac or dc voltage/cur-
rent waveforms of the power source into (approximately) the
ac or dc waveforms required by the load. The switches are
generally semiconductor devices: diodes, thyristors, bipolar
transistors of various types (operating at cutoff or satura-
tion, not in their active region), metal–oxide–semiconductor
field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) and so on [1].
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The key to high efficiency and versatility of power
electronic converters is the availability of fast, nearly ideal
switches. Given the substantial frequency separation be-
tween fundamental components of waveforms involved in
energyconversion(dc,orsub-kilohertzac)andtheswitching
frequency (tens of kilohertz or more), there exists a consid-
erable freedom in selecting the switching waveforms that
satisfy the (low frequency) energy conversion constraints.
This degree of freedom can be utilized to meet various
additional functional requirements, and it has been explored
in a number of directions over the last two decades. This
paper reviews one such direction, namely spectral shaping
achieved by adding a stochastic (aperiodic) component to
the switching pattern. More precisely, the paper reviews
analytical concepts and practical circuit implementations
of randomized switching schemes which shape the power
spectra of the various switching functions to achieve EMI
and acoustic noise compliance.
An interesting feature of power electronic circuits is
that, depending on the application, the same basic circuit
can be modified with additional elements or used with
different control methods that provide additional function-
ality or work better at the power levels demanded by the
application. With this versatility in mind, we next review
the most important power converter configurations; our
review follows closely [2]–[4]. Consider first the case of a
dc/dc converter—given a dc voltage of value (which can
represent an input dc voltage, or an output dc voltage, or a dc
difference between input and output voltages), we can easily
arrange for a controlled switch to “chop” the dc waveform
into a pulse waveform that alternates between the values
and 0 at the switching frequency. Subsequently, the pulse
waveform will be lowpass-filtered with capacitors and/or
inductors that are configured to respond to its average value,
i.e., its dc component. This dc component is controlled by
the modulation of the switching pattern—by controlling the
duty ratio of the switch, i.e., the fraction of time that the
switch is closed in each cycle, we can control the fraction of
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control the dc component of this waveform. This control
approach is referred to as pulsewidth modulation (PWM).
The class of switching regulators or switched-mode
converters or high-frequency PWM dc/dc converters is
based on this principle. Switching frequencies in the range
of 20–300 kHz are typically used today. Appropriate control
of a high-frequency PWM dc/dc converter also enables
conversion between waveforms that are not dc, but that
are slowly varying relative to the switching frequency. If,
for example, the input is a slowly varying unidirectional
voltage—such as the waveform obtained by rectifying a
60-Hz sinewave—while the converter is switched at a much
higher rate, say 50 kHz, then we can still arrange for the
output of the converter to be essentially dc. The result would
be a so-called active, or PWM rectifier. In a high-frequency
PWM inverter, the situation is reversed. The essence of it
is still a dc/dc converter, and the input to it is dc. However,
the switching is controlled in such a way that the filtered
output is a slowly varying rectified sinusoid at the desired
frequency. This rectified sinusoid can then be “unfolded”
into the desired sinusoidal ac waveform, through the action
of additional controllable switches arranged in a bridge
configuration. In practice both the chopping and unfolding
functions can be carried out by the bridge switches, and
the resulting high-frequency PWM bridge inverter is the
most common implementation, available in single-phase
and three-phase versions. These inverters are often found in
drives for ac servo-motors, such as the permanent-magnet
synchronous motors (also called “brushless dc” motors)
and induction motors that are popular in servo applications.
The inductive windings of the motor perform all or part of
the electrical lowpass filtering in this case, while the motor
inertia provides the additional mechanical filtering that
practically removes the switching-frequency component
from the mechanical motion.
A diode bridge is typically used to convert an ac wave-
form into a unidirectional or rectified waveform. If control-
lable switches are used instead of diodes, it is possible to
partially rectify a sinusoidal ac waveform, with subsequent
lowpass filtering to obtain an essentially dc waveform at a
specified level. This is the operating principle of phase-con-
trolled rectifiers, which are used as drives for dc motors or as
battery charging circuits. It is also possible to interface two
acsystemsthroughapowerelectronicconverter.Anintricate
use of switches—in a cycloconverter—permits the construc-
tion of an approximately sinusoidal waveform at some spec-
ified frequency by “splicing” together appropriate segments
ofasetofthree-phase(ormulti-phase)sinusoidalwaveforms
at a higher frequency; again, subsequent filtering improves
the quality of the output sinusoid. While cycloconverters and
matrixconvertersachieveadirectac/acconversion,itismore
common today to construct an ac/ac converter as a cascade
of a rectifier and an inverter (generally operating at different
frequencies), forming a dc-link converter.
The structure of the paper is as follows. The next section
describes generation of switching functions in a power con-
verter, and the section that follows describes performance
specifications for converters. The section after that classi-
fies the randomized switching schemes, while Section V re-
views the literature on the subject. The next section intro-
duces the key mathematical concepts—the average autocor-
relationandthepowerspectrum.SectionVIIpresentskeyre-
sults for the simpler case of stationary randomization, while
thenextsectioncontainskeyelementsofdetailedderivations
for the more general case of randomization based on Markov
chains. Section IX reviews optimization results on design of
randomized switching schemes, while the final section con-
tains brief conclusions and a list of topics that are likely to
be of interest in the future.
Our discussion of randomized modulation is concerned
with the steady-state behavior of switching functions and,
in particular, with their power spectrum. Nevertheless, the
random nature of such functions results in occasional local
deviations from the desired steady-state behavior, which
cannot be adequately characterized in the frequency domain.
While the technique of Markov chain based switching
makes it possible to impose limits on the time-domain
ripple, there is still a need for an accurate characterization
and control of local transients. The theory of Markov
renewal processes, which we introduce in Section VIII,
provides the mathematical framework for a probabilistic
time-domain analysis of switching functions, including
both transient and steady-state aspects of their behavior;
because of space limitations, we focus in the current paper
mainly on steady-state characteristics. The same analytical
framework can also be applied to more general schemes,
such as Markov chain based switching with randomized
selection of pulse shape for each state (not discussed here).
This technique includes the schemes of both Sections VII
and VIII as special cases.
Our final remark addresses the system theoretic nature of
the model used to generate the switching function. Markov
chainbasedswitchingcanbedescribedinthetimedomainby
a state-space model with nonlinear state dynamics and par-
tially-linear output, as noted also in [5]. Fortunately, the time
evolution of the underlying probability distributions obeys
lineardifference/differentialequations,whichgreatlysimpli-
fies the probabilistic analysis of randomized switching tech-
niques.
II. GENERATION OF SWITCHING FUNCTIONS
The conventional switching scheme for a switch in a
power converter involves generating a (scaled version of
a) switching function , which by definition has the
value 1 when the switch is conducting, and the value 0,
otherwise. This is schematically indicated in Fig. 1, which
is drawn for the case of a converter in closed-loop operation.
In this scheme, the reference values fed to the controller
reflect desired steady-state waveforms for the controlled
voltages or currents. Any necessary feedback signals are
combined with these reference values to determine .
Since power converters generally operate in a periodic
steady state, converter waveforms of interest are typically
periodic functions of time in the steady state, as illustrated
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function.
in Fig. 2. The average value, or duty ratio ,o f usually
determines the nominal output of a dc/dc converter, while
the fundamental component of usually determines the
output of a dc/ac converter; similar statements can be made
for ac/dc and ac/ac converters. As seen in Fig. 2(b), the nom-
inal waveform in the case of (single phase) dc/ac converter
is periodic with the fundamental corresponding to the slow
ac waveform that is being synthesized. In the case of three
phase systems, the industry standard today is the so called
space vector modulation, in which switching commands for
all three phases are generated in a coordinated fashion.
III. PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
While the main performance objective of power elec-
tronic converters is efficient energy conversion, these sys-
tems have also to satisfy a variety of constraints related to
their environmental effects, such as utility interface (con-
ducted low-frequency emissions), electromagnetic interfer-
ence (EMI), and acoustics and vibrations in motor drive
applications. Converter waveforms that are periodic have
spectral components only at integer multiples of the funda-
mental frequency. The allowable harmonic content of some
of these waveforms is often constrained; an example is the
current in the interface to the electric utility, which ide-
ally should have only the 60-Hz (or 50-Hz) fundamental
component present. In this case, stringent filtering require-
ments may be imposed on the power converter. A significant
part of a power converter’s volume and weight can thus be
due to an input or output filter. Similar requirements hold
for acoustic noise control in motor applications. Harmonic
components of the motor voltages and currents may excite
mechanical resonances, leading to increased acoustic noise
and to possible torque pulsations resulting in mechanical vi-
brations. Solutions to these problems include either a costly
(a)
(b)
Fig. 2. Nominal switching function q(t) and sample state variable
i(t) (with exaggerated ripple) in two types of power converters:
(a) dc/dc converter operating with duty ratio D and (b) dc/ac
converter.
mechanical redesign, or an increase in the switching fre-
quency of the power converter supplying the motor, which
in turn increases the switching power losses.
There exists a number of organizations that are in charge
ofthestandardizationactivity;theseincludetheInternational
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) and its arm responsible
for radio frequencies (CISPR), IEEE, FCC that regulates
high-frequency emissions in the U.S., EN—European
Norms, Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) in the case
of road vehicles, and the U.S. Department of Defense whose
standards (MIL-STD-461/462) are practically universally
used for military equipment [6]–[15]. The standardization
activity, which includes both emission and susceptibility
aspects, has recently been particularly active in the EMI
domain, and it is reasonable to expect that other domains,
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the future. The standards themselves are evolving in time,
and the additional flexibility offered to a power converter
designer by randomized modulation may gain in importance
in the near future. For example, military standards as revised
in 1993 actually favor randomized modulation [16].
International standards for power electronic converters
that operate off an electric utility or in an FCC regulated
environment are aimed at periodically operated converters,
and are given in terms of Fourier components of the relevant
waveforms. Thus, constraints are on the harmonic spec-
trum, rather than on the power spectrum, Note, however,
that the power density spectrum of a periodic function
comprises impulses at the fundamental and its harmonics,
with strengths that are the squares of the magnitudes of the
corresponding Fourier components. We can therefore map
existing standards to the power spectrum domain by simply
squaring them. These power spectral constraints can the
be carried over to the nonperiodic waveforms obtained by
randomized modulation [17].
IV. CLASSIFICATION OF RANDOMIZED SWITCHING SCHEMES
Most results on randomized modulation in power elec-
tronics literature, with the exception of [16], [18], are based
on schemes in which successive randomizations of the
switching pulse train (or of the periodic segments of this
pulse train) are statistically independent and governed by
invariant probabilistic rules. We denote such schemes as
stationary. While these implementations tend to be very
successful in achieving certain kinds of spectral shaping
in the frequency domain, they offer no guarantee or even
a precise description of the time-domain performance that
accompanies the switching. This is objectionable in many
cases, for example when accumulated deviations of the
randomized switching waveform from the nominal (deter-
ministic) waveform give rise to inadmissible variations in
related currents and voltages. In such cases system protec-
tion is likely to discontinue randomization, or even shut
down the converter altogether. This problem, together with
the lack of a widely known and accepted analysis framework
for randomized switching waveforms, was among the main
impediments to the wider use of randomized modulation
in the early 1990s. The more recent developments helped
rectify these problems, as we describe later.
In this paper, we review a generalization of the class of
stationary randomized modulation schemes that enables ex-
plicitcontrolofthetime-domainperformanceofrandomized
switching, in addition to spectral shaping in the frequency
domain. In this technique, the switching signal com-
prisesaconcatenationofdistinctwaveformsegments,gener-
ated in sequence according to an underlying Markov chain.
To find a common ground for comparisons among dif-
ferent randomized modulation methods, we concentrate on
the power spectrum of the switching function . The
power spectra of variables related to by linear, time-in-
variant operations can easily be derived from the power
spectrum of . Power spectra for waveforms that are not
related to by such operations take more effort to deter-
mine (some results are presented in [16], [17]). In practical
implementation brief delays (dead time, or blanking time)
are added to the commanded waveforms at hardware level,
to make sure that inadmissible circuit conditions (like short
circuits) are not created during commutation between two
circuit topologies. This in turn implies that measurement
results should be interpreted with care, as argued in [19].
The basic analysis problem in randomized modulation is
to relate the spectral characteristics of and other associ-
ated waveforms in a converter to the probabilistic structure
that governs the dithering of an underlying deterministic
nominal switching pattern. The key synthesis problem in
randomized modulation is to design a randomized switching
procedure that minimizes given criteria for power spectra,
while respecting various constraints, including those on
time-domain behavior. Practically useful optimization
procedures include the minimization of discrete spectral
components (denoted as narrow-band optimization in [16],
[20], [17]), and the minimization of signal power in a given
frequency segment (denoted as wide-band optimization in
[16], [20], [17]).
V. LITERATURE REVIEW
Over the last four decades power converter designers have
resorted to randomized switching for different reasons. The
randomized switching concept apparently originated [21] at
a time when the switching frequency in dc/dc converters was
typically limited to the audible range. Faster devices eventu-
ally offered a simple solution to the acoustic noise problem,
at least in dc/dc conversion, and randomized switching was
set aside.
As the use of pulse-width modulation (PWM) technology
and microprocessors in power converters matured during the
early eighties, new methods became available to address the
effects of acoustic noise in dc/ac converters supplying mo-
tors, and the effects of electromagnetic interference (EMI).
While a substantial part of the engineering effort was di-
rected toward the optimization of deterministic PWM wave-
forms (“programmed switching”), an alternative in the form
of randomized modulation for dc/ac conversion was offered
in [22]. The same idea has been pursued in a dc/dc setup
in [23], and in numerous references soon afterwards, for ex-
ample [24]–[37]. The effect of the randomization is to atten-
uate the discrete spectrum, and introduce a continuous spec-
trum.
In the latter part of the 1990s, an increasing number of
paper addressed issues of practical relevance. While a com-
plete list of references would likely exceed 150 items, we re-
view only papers of immediate relevance for the review pre-
sented here. One possible problem in converters with ran-
domized modulation is the increase of “ripple” (i.e., devi-
ation around the nominal waveform) when compared with
conventional switching. This is particularly bothersome in
the low frequency range (“drift”), and [38], [39] present re-
sults for the dc/dc converter case. We will describe later how
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domain behavior. Related results in higher frequency bands
are presented in [40].
There exists a need in applications to tailor the random-
ization to meet specific spectral constraints (we denote this
issue as the synthesis problem). Some recent optimization
results for dc–dc converters are presented in [41] and for in-
vertersin[42].Applicationsofrandomizedmodulationinin-
vertersand driveshavebeen increasingthroughout the1990s
[43];foranearlybutstillveryrelevantreviewsee[44].Anal-
ysis of three-level inverters (which have advantages in some
high power applications over more standard two-level struc-
tures) is given in [45]. A comparison with the emerging di-
rect torque control (DTC) scheme is given in [46], while
examples of induction motor drives include [47]–[49]. In
polyphase systems, the modulation can either be performed
“per phase” (in the sense that there is no on-line coordina-
tion between switching in various phases—we denote such
schemes as block-randomized as the nominal pattern repeats
after a number of cycles, and repeats in various phases after
a time delay), or in a coordinated way (the so called space
vector modulation is a standard industrial procedure in high
performance three phase systems). A recent example of a
block-stationary scheme that includes both the analysis and
useful approximations is [50]; the case of space vector mod-
ulation with constant switching frequency is addressed on
[51]. A careful study of issues arising in measurement of
power spectra in converters is presented in [19].
Randomized modulation is, of course, not the only way to
modify spectra of waveforms of interest. An alternative, for
example, is to vary the switching frequency in a predefined
manner, e.g., by frequency modulation [52]. While this ap-
proach appears tohaveoriginated in powerelectronics, ithas
spreadtodigitalsystems as “spreadspectrumclocking” (see,
e.g., [53]).
As pointed out in [54], programmed and randomized
switching are complementary techniques, and by combining
them a designer can achieve improved results. The theoret-
ical setup needed to analyze randomized switching schemes
is, however, quite different from the deterministic PWM
analysis approach.
VI. AUTOCORRELATION AND POWER SPECTRUM
A. Basic Definitions
The natural quantity to study in a randomized switching
setup is the power spectrum (the Fourier transform of the
autocorrelation of a signal), and not the harmonic spectrum
(i.e., the Fourier transform of the signal itself). Note that the
Fourier transform of a random signal is itself a random func-
tion,i.e.,itisarandomvariableateachfrequency.Thepower
spectrum, on the other hand, has much better convergence
propertiesandcan beestimated fairlyreliably fromtheavail-
able signal (see for example [55]).
A random signal may be thought of as a signal selected
from an ensemble (family) of possible signals by a random
experiment governed by some specification of probabilistic
structure. The ensemble of signals and the specification of
probabilities together comprise the random process (or sto-
chastic process) generating the random signal.
The time-average autocorrelation [56]–[58] of a real-
valued random process is defined for as
(1)
where the expectation is taken over the whole ensemble
. In addition, . The process is termed
quasi-stationary [58] (or asymptotically mean stationary,
[59], [60]) if this limit and a similar one for exist;
we shall assume throughout that is quasi-stationary.
(Such processes are more general than wide-sense stationary
processes, where the time averaging is not needed to get
a result independent of .) This definition is applicable to
deterministic signals as well, since for deterministic signals
the ensemble consists of a single member. The average
power density spectrum is defined as the Fourier
transform of :
(2)
From this definition since is real,
so we will only consider in the sequel. In cases of
practical interest, canhavea continuous and animpul-
sive part [61]. The impulsive part of is referred to as
the discrete spectrum, and is characterized entirely by the lo-
cations of the impulses (“line frequencies,” “har-
monic frequencies”) and by positive numbers
representing the strengths of the impulses (i.e., the signal
power at the harmonic frequencies). Integrating over
a frequency range yields the signal power in that frequency
range.
The definition of the average power spectrum via (1) and
(2)issometimesknownasthecorrelogrammethod.Analter-
nativedefinition,leadingtocomputationallyefficientestima-
tion techniques, can be stated directly in terms of the Fourier
transform of . Let denote the Fourier transform
of the truncated version of , extending from 0 to in
time. An important result of the Fourier theory [61], [62] due
to Einstein, Wiener, and Khintchine, shows that
(3)
The quantity is called the periodogram of
. For nonstationary processes that have a well-defined
autocorrelation via (1) the equality in (3) is in the sense of
distributions [61], [57], [58].
B. Verification Issues
The formulas that will be developed shortly for power
spectra of different randomized modulation schemes are
rather involved, and a need arises to verify and explore
them through simulation. (We also provide experimental
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Fig. 3. (a) The switching waveform q(t); (b) the pulse u (t ￿ ￿ ) representing just the
kth cycle of q(t).
verification in some cases.) The power spectrum of a (Monte
Carlo) simulation of a randomized switching waveform
is obtained through an estimation procedure. Power
spectrum estimation is one of the most important problems
in signal processing and has a very rich history [56]–[64].
Classical direct estimation methods may be thought of as
approximate implementations of the operations specified in
the Einstein–Wiener–Khintchine theorem (3). Typically, a
single realization of the process of length is divided
into sections,andthe(discrete-time)periodogramiscom-
puted for each section (from closely spaced time samples of
the signal). The availability of the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) to calculate the Fourier transforms involved is a
major advantage. The expectation operation in (3) is then
approximated by averaging the individual periodograms.
This approach is referred to as Bartlett’s method.
Under appropriate conditions (related to ergodicity of the
stochastic process, which permits time averages to be sub-
stituted for ensemble averages) this computation produces
a consistent, asymptotically unbiased estimate of the power
spectrum [65], [55], so the estimate converges to the true
spectrum as , in the mean square sense.
Although the above estimation procedure is asymptotically
unbiased, in practice and are finite, so there is in-
evitable bias. The use of appropriate windows in the time
domain contributes to bias reduction. An unpleasant effect
of windowing is known as leakage and has its source in the
side-lobes (in the frequency domain) of the windows used.
Leakageresultsinlossofresolutionintheestimates.Welch’s
modificationofBartlett’smethod,[55],allowsdatasegments
to overlap in addition to windowing data in the time domain.
This method is widely used, and is available in the Matlab
software package. A more detailed discussion of verification
problems is presented in [16].
VII. STATIONARY RANDOMIZED MODULATION SCHEMES
Stationary randomized modulation schemes are character-
ized by invariant deterministic and probabilistic structure,
namely
1) the nominal or reference on–off pattern that is being
dithered does not change from one switching cycle to
the next—there are no variations in the requirements
on average quantities such as the duty ratio;
2) at each new cycle, the same probabilistic structure is
used—the dithering (in time) is based on independent
trials.
Stationary switching schemes can be further classified,
and the most important classes are randomized pulse posi-
tion modulation (PPM), randomized pulsewidth modulation
(PWM), and asynchronous schemes [23], [66]. Referring to
Fig. 3, is the time at which the th cycle starts, is the
duration of the th cycle, is the duration of the on-state
within this cycle, and is the delay to the turn-on within the
cycle. Note that the duty ratio is . The switching
function that we analyze consists of a concatenation of
such switching cycles.
In general, one can dither , ,o r , individually or si-
multaneously. Some combinations used in power electronics
are
1) randomized PPM: changes; , fixed;
2) randomized PWM: changes; ; fixed;
3) simplifiedasynchronousmodulation[66]: changes;
fixed;
4) asynchronous modulation [23]: changes; ;
fixed.
The tools for analysis of the first three cases have been
available from the communication theory literature of the
1960s [67], [68]. This literature seems to have been largely
overlookedbythepowerelectronicscommunityuntilthemid
1990s.
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T =1 , equally probable pulses of duration 0.25 and 0.75.
A. A General Formula for Stationary Randomized
Modulation
With denoting the single-pulse waveform de-
fined in Fig. 2(b), we can write the switching function as
(4)
Let denote the Fourier transform of . The power
spectrum of can now be computed using the procedure
described in detail in [16] and based on [67]. This procedure
in effect computes the autocorrelation and takes its Fourier
transform, exactly as required by the definition of power
spectrum. Alternatively, one could derive the power-spec-
trum using the Wiener–Khintchine relation (3). The result is
(5)
where is , the expected duration of a cycle.
The result (5), in which is a function of , , ,
andpossiblyotherrandomizationparameters,isverygen-
eral. The specialization of this formula to various stationary
randomized modulation schemes of interest in power elec-
tronicsis consideredlater.Acase ofgreatpracticalinterest is
wheretherandomizedmodulationindifferentcyclesisbased
on statistically independent trials and where all cycles are of
duration ,buttheduration and/orposition ofthepulse
are randomized. In this case, the expectation in formula (5)
factors into a product of expectations (for ), and after
invoking the Poisson identity [67]
the power spectrum is shown to equal
(6)
where we have dropped the now unnecessary subscript on
.
B. Randomized PWM
In randomized PWM, the on-state duration is varied
within a fixed period . As an illustration, we consider the
case of equally probable pulses of lengths 0.25 and 0.75.
In this case, application of (6) goes as follows. The Fourier
transformofasingleunitpulseofduration equals
. After taking into account that can
take only two values, namely 0.25 and 0.75, we obtain
(7)
and
(8)
Then the formula (6) yields the power spectrum shown in
Fig. 4. These theoretical results can be compared with the
experimental results obtained with a down (buck) converter
shown in Fig. 5; a good agreement can be observed. The
nominal (deterministic) case with the duty ratio has
only odd harmonics of magnitude , so the first and
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third harmonic are approximately 0.101 and 0.011, respec-
tively. When we compare the discrete spectrum of random-
ized PWM shown in the top plot in Fig. 4 with the nominal,
we notice a significant reduction in magnitude (from 0.101
to 0.025). This illustrates the main motivation for using ran-
domized modulation in power electronic conversion.
C. Randomized Modulation for Inverters
In this section, the nominal on–off pattern is assumed to
change from one switching cycle to the next, but repeats pe-
riodically over a block of cycles, as would be required for in-
verter operation. The randomization then involves dithering
this pattern in each cycle using a set of mutually independent
trials with a statistical structure that remains constant from
block to block, hence the label of block-stationary random-
ized modulation. Their derivation follows the one outlined
in the previous section, but requires additional algebraic ma-
nipulations. More details for the single phase are given, for
example, in [16], [17]. The case of coordinated three phase
switching (randomized space vector modulation) is consid-
ered in more recent publications, e.g., [51].
VIII. MODULATION BASED ON MARKOV CHAINS
A. An Example of Switching Governed by a Markov Chain
Consider the following switching scheme that could be
used to randomize the operation of a dc/dc converter whose
averagedutyratioisrequiredtobe0.5.Supposewehavetwo
kindsofdutyratios available:long,L,with ;and
short, S, with . The duty ratios have the desired
average of 0.5, but we want to discourage long sequences
of pulses of the same kind, thus preventing ripple buildup.
We introduce a four-state Markov chain, corresponding to
the following policy. The controller observes the two most
recent switching cycles, and if they are SL or LS, then ei-
ther of the pulses is fired with probability 0.5 for the next
cycle. If the pair observed is LL, then an S pulse is applied
with probability 0.75 (and an L pulse with probability 0.25).
If the pair observed is SS, then an L pulse is applied with
Fig. 6. An example of switching governed by an ergodic
Markov chain.
probability 0.75 (and an S pulse with probability 0.25). The
chain is shown schematically in Fig. 6. The switching wave-
form is generated by piecing together switching cycles
corresponding to the states successively visited by
the chain, . Note that this scheme offers ad-
ditional flexibility when compared with switching based on
statistically independent trials: we discourage runs of three
pulses of the same kind, and can even completely prevent
such runs (by setting the appropriate probabilities to 0).
For the four-state Markov chain in Fig. 6, we define as
the 4 4 state-transition matrix, and its th entry is the
probability that at the next transition the chain goes to state
, given that it is currently in state
(9)
Note that each row of sums to 1; is thus a stochastic
matrix, and therefore has a nonrepeated eigenvalue
(with corresponding right eigenvector ) and
all other eigenvalues with moduli strictly less than 1. The
steady-state probabilities corresponding to , which can be
interpreted as the fraction of a (large) total number of state
transitions that the chain spends in state , are solutions to
(10)
and equal Thus is the left
eigenvector of corresponding to eigenvalue .F o r
later use we define the vector of switching cycles where
in the example for and
for , etc. Our goal it to characterize the
switching waveform in the frequency domain.
B. Switching Governed by Markov Chains
A switching waveform segment of length is associated
with the Markov chain being in the th state, .
Concatenation of these segments yields a continuous-time
switching (0–1) waveform that is associated with the
evolution of the chain. The first task is to establish rela-
tions linking the discrete-time Markov chain with the contin-
uous-time switching function . This connection is com-
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corresponding to individual states of the chain could be dif-
ferent. If the lengths of the cycles are equal for all states,
(i.e., for all , as in the just introduced example), the
chain is called synchronous; otherwise, the chain is denoted
as asynchronous.
We briefly review some definitions and results from the
fieldofMarkovchainanalysis.Foracompletereview,seefor
example[62],[69], [70],[71].A slightlydifferent nomencla-
ture is used in [72]. A Markov chain is irreducible if every
state can be reached from every other state. The state is re-
current (or essential) if the chain can eventually return to
from every state that may be reached from ; every state in
an irreducible chain is therefore recurrent. A recurrent state
to which the chain can return only after an integer multiple
of transitions ( ) is called a periodic state, with period
. The property of irreducibility, which is assumed in this
paper, implies that all periodic states have the same period.
A Markov chain with finitely many states is classified as
ergodic if it is irreducible and aperiodic (i.e. has no periodic
states) [69]. In this case limiting state probabilities exist, the
limiting state probability of the state being the proba-
bility that the chain is in state after a great many state tran-
sitions. This quantity is independent of the initial state under
ergodicity assumptions.
The switching waveform is now given by
(11)
where denotes the th transition (the beginning of the th
cycle) and denotes the state of the Markov chain in that
cycle. Notice that is defined for , and we choose
for convenience , so that is defined on
. The length of the th interval is , and its
possible lengths are the state-dependent lengths ,
. The sequence ; is known as a
Markov renewal process [71], while the switching waveform
, defined via (11) in terms of this process is known as a
marked point process [73].
Some analysis results for waveforms generated in the
fashion described here have been provided by communica-
tion theorists [5], [74], but applications in power electronics
have not been suggested before [16], [18]. The case of in-
verter (dc/ac) modulation based on Markov chains requires
results that do not seem to be in the communication theory
literature either; our results for this case were presented
in [16], [18]. A development relevant for dc/ac and ac/dc
converters is the study of a particular category of periodic
(but possibly asynchronous) Markov chains. The states
are divided into classes, and state transitions of the
underlying discrete-time Markov chain are constrained to
occur from one class to the next ( , ,
and from the th class to the first). In this case, limiting
state probabilities as defined earlier do not exist (they do
exist, however, conditioned on knowledge of which class
the chain is in). This setup represents a generalization of the
block-stationary independent randomized modulation ana-
lyzed in [16], [20], [17]. One can think of each class having
approximately the local average needed in a part of the ac
waveform (e.g., pulse-width modulated approximation of a
sinusoid), while the switching cycles within a class differ in
other features (e.g., pulse position).
C. Power Spectra Generated by Ergodic Markov Chains
Ergodic Markov chains (i.e., irreducible and aperiodic
chains) are considered in this section. Our goal is to analyze
the continuous-time switching waveforms associated with
an -state discrete-time Markov chain. The chain is char-
acterized by the state transition matrix and by the
corresponding steady-state probability vector . We allow
switching cycles generated in different states to have dif-
ferent lengths , but require that these be integer multiples
of a greatest common divisor (i.e., ). We
also define . Note that is the expected
time between transitions. Let the 0–1 waveform in the
switching cycle of duration associated with the state be
, and let be an -vector with entries .
The main task is to find the autocorrelation of the contin-
uous-time waveform generated by the Markov chain, using
the formula (1). Due to its technical nature, the detailed
derivation of our spectral formulas (from [18]) will be
presented later. We list the main results first, and compare
the spectra of two examples—the randomized PWM with
two pulse shapes and the Markov chain example. To that
order, let us introduce the following notation: is the
Fourier transform of the -vector of waveforms
associated with various states; ;
; (where defined).
The end result for the continuous power spectrum is
(12)
while the final result for the intensities of the impulses
(“lines” in the discrete spectrum) is
(13)
Results for a more complicated case of periodic Markov
chains (that are, for example, relevant for inverters) are
given in [18].
The theoretical discrete and continuous spectra cor-
responding to our Markov chain example are shown in
Fig. 7, where unit frequency corresponds to the switching
frequency. The measured power spectrum in the same case
is shown in Fig. 8 (corrected from [18]). Our experiments
suggest that randomized modulation schemes based on
Markov chains are not more difficult to implement than the
schemes reported in the literature for stationary randomized
modulation. For example, one only needs a two-bit random
number generator and a state counter to implement the
Markov chain of this example.
The results can be compared with deterministic switching
at a constant duty ratio of 0.5, in which case only the discrete
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Fig. 8. Measured power spectrum of q(t) for the Markov chain
example.
spectrum exists, with a first harmonic of ,
(and subsequent odd harmonics reduced by , for the th
harmonic). Another meaningful comparison is with a ran-
domized PWM scheme in which a random choice is made
at each trial between duty ratios of 0.25 and 0.75, indepen-
dently of previous outcomes. Results for randomized PWM
can be found in [67], [16]. Formulas (12) and (13) can also
be applied to the corresponding two-state Markov chain in
which all transition probabilities are equal to 0.5. Calculated
and measured spectra in this case are shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
While the two schemes are quite similar in terms of their
power spectra, their time-domain performance is very dif-
ferent. As an example, let us consider the event “five succes-
sive long (L) pulses” in both schemes. This event could be of
interest, since it is associated with a fairly large net buildup
of the local duty-ratio. In the case of independent random-
ized PWM, the probability of “5 L in a row” is
. In the case of modulation based on the Markov
chain from the example, the probability of the same event
equals [16], i.e., it is reduced
ten times. These results have been verified both in simula-
tions and in an actual circuit implementation. This example
illustrates the main advantage of Markov chain modulation,
which achieves the shaping of the power spectrum, while en-
abling control of the time-domain waveforms. Other varia-
tions are possible. For example, an S pulse could be required
after an LL pair has been observed in the last two pulses (and
symmetrically for an SS pair), thus altogether preventing the
occurrence of more than two pulses of the same sort.
D. Markov Renewal Processes
In order to facilitate thederivation of the spectral formulas
(12) and (13), we need to review some concepts and results
from the theory of Markov renewal processes. These are
point processes in which the length of inter-transition cycles
is determined by a Markov chain so that, conditioned on
the history of the Markov chain states, the inter-transition
intervals are mutually independent.
To be more specific, recall that the th cycle is the time
interval , and its length is .W e
shall denote the state of the Markov chain in this interval by
. A state transition, to a new state , occurs at the time
instant . The switching waveform
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Thus, we have a three-tier statistical dependence structure:
conditionedonthestates ,theinter-transitionlengths
aremutuallyindependent;and,conditionedonboththestates
andthetransitioninstants,thewaveforms aremu-
tuallyindependent(infact,completelydeterministic).There-
fore, before we can determine the average autocorrelation of
the switching waveform , we must first characterize the
statistics of the Markov renewal process .
The key property of the Markov renewal process, as stated
earlier, is the conditional independence
(14)
Foracompleteprobabilisticcharacterizationofthetransition
times we need to consider both the cycle length and
the state transition. This motivates the introduction of the
(cumulative) probability distribution
whichmustbe independent oftheindex . We shalluse inthe
sequeltheassociatedconditionalprobabilitydensityfunction
(pdf)
(15)
We arrange these pdfs into a matrix whose
th entry is . In the case of randomized modu-
lation
(16)
where is the state transition matrix of the Markov
chain, is the Dirac delta function, and is the length of
the waveform associated with state , for .
In order to evaluate the autocorrelation ,
weshallneedthejointpdfofasequenceofcyclelengths,say
and the final state , conditioned
on the initial state . We denote the corresponding matrix
of the -step pdfs by , namely
(17)
which, like the one step , is independent of the index .
In fact, we have
(18)
which confirms the lack of dependence on the index .T o
establish (18), we only need to observe that (consider
for simplicity):
(19)
Converting to pdf by differentiation with respect to
and using the one-step pdf , as defined
in (15), establishes (18).
In the process of deriving the spectral formulas (12) and
(13), we shall need to refer to the conditional pdf
Since , an explicit expression for
can be obtained from the fundamental result (18).
Indeed, since
(20)
we deduce that
(21)
where denotes linear convolution.
Since , the joint pdf of and , con-
ditioned on , is independent of , we may reinterpret it as
(recall that )
(22)
This leads to an explicit expression for the pdf of the transi-
tion time . Indeed, introduce the cumulative distribution
(23)
and the corresponding pdf
(24)
and observe that
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(25)
where is the probability distribution vector of , the
initial state of the Markov chain.
The probability density function
, which describes the
statistics of , and the pdf ,
which describes the statistics of the sum are
both independent of the index . This is so because both
describe probabilities conditioned on the state , which
captures all information about the past. In other words, the
evolution of the process for from a known initial
state is probabilistically the same as the evolution of the
process for from a known initial state . This
means that for any event that can be expressed in terms of
the states , say ,w eh a v e
the shift-invariance property
(26)
So far, we have discussed the randomized switching
process in terms of the inter-transition cycles . An alter-
native is to focus instead on the induced counting process
, which describes the number of transitions in the
interval . Thus, we assume that the first cycle starts at
, and the first transition occurs at ,s o
that .
For a more detailed description we can introduce ,
which is the number of transitions into a specific state in
the interval , so that . Clearly, the
vector random signal provides
a complete characterization of the Markov renewal process.
Moreover, though is not a renewal process, each indi-
vidual is,infact,a(delayed)renewalprocess.Thisob-
servation has far reaching consequences: for instance, using
a standard result about renewal processes [71, Thm. 3.5],
we conclude that converges, with probability 1, as
,t o , where is the mean time between tran-
sitions into state . Moreover, using a result about Markov
renewal processes [71, Thm. 5.16], we find that
where we recognize as the average cycle
length. Combining the two results together, we conclude that
with probability (27)
The introduction of the counting process makes
it possible to adopt a continuous-time perspective for the
Markov renewal process [73]. Thus, the state at time is
, the most recent transition point is , and the
length of the cycle that contains the time instant is .
The switching waveform
(28)
can also be expressed as a (stochastic) Stieltjes integral, viz.,
whichgivesrisetoanumberoffundamentalresultsaboutthe
moments of the switching function [73, Ch. 5].
For instance, we can obtain an explicit expression for the
first moment
In order to evaluate this expression, we need the probability
density function
(29)
where we consider the possibility that thereare transitions
in , for every possible value of . The term
differs from the terms in the sum because it involves
which is not random. Thus
(30)
where is the so-called (conditional) survivor function
of the cycle length, viz.,
(31)
In our case of randomized modulation
.
Next, for , the event
means that there are transitions in , the last one is in
, and the last state is . This is the same as saying
that the th transition is in and the th state is
,o r
Thus, from (30) and (22),
(32)
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(33)
where we observe, for our case of randomized modulation,
that . Using matrix notation, we get
(34)
where is a column vector whose elements are
, and is a column vector whose elements are
, both for . It should be noticed
that the first term of in (34) is nonzero only in the
interval , while the second term of vanishes
in the same interval—in other words
(35)
This result is used in deriving the spectral formulas (12) and
(13).
Random signals such as the switching waveform , ob-
tained by associating randomly selected signals with
the transition points are known as marked point processes
(MPP)[73].Theevaluationoftheirmomentsalwaysinvolves
the rate function
In many important applications, including the randomized
modulation framework we discuss in this paper, transitions
can only happen one at a time, i.e.,
As a consequence,
(36)
so that
(37)
This interpretation leads to an explicit expression for .
First we observe that the event is the same as the
event , so that
Consequently,
and, therefore,
which, combined with (25), results in
(38)
An even more explicit expression can be obtained by con-
sidering the Fourier transform of , which we denote by
, viz.,
which results in
(39)
These expressions for are required in describing the
evolution of the statistics of the random switching signal
in the interval . However, for establishing
the spectral formulas (12) and (13) it is sufficient to focus
on the steady-state behavior of the Markov renewal process
and the switching waveform
. From our earlier result (27) we deduce that
(40)
(see also [71, Thm. 3.8]), so that in steady-state (i.e., for very
large ) and, therefore,
because .
One important observation about the statistics of ,
which follows directly from (26) and (28), is that for any
(41)
This conditional shift-invariance property is central to our
derivation of the spectral formulas (12) and (13).
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Markov Chains
In this section, we provide a derivation of spectral
formulas for switching waveforms generated by ergodic
Markov chains. A synopsis is as follows—the proof outline
contains two main steps: in the first we derive an expression
for the average autocorrelation; in the second step we obtain
formulas for the power spectrum corresponding to the
autocorrelation.
Step1: Fortheintegralin(1), rangesovercyclesofeach
of the types. We first separate this integral to display the
contribution due to lying in cycles of type for each
. Thus, we split (1) into individual cycles, viz.,
(42)
and observe thatthe last term vanishes as . Next,we
sort the remaining terms according to the state in each cycle.
For each specific state we consider only those -values for
which , viz.,
In view of the property (41), they are all probabilistically
equivalent to
where we introduced the new integration variable .
Notice that now there is no more dependence on the index .
Since there are such cycles, we now get
(43)
where we used the fact that for we have
for . Because
for , we may replace the upper limit of the integral
by ,o re v e nb y . Also, from (27), we know that
with probability 1, so that
where
Using our notation from (34), viz.,
we find that
(44)
where we used the fact that for . Using
matrix notation, we can write
where . Finally, with (34)
(45)
which is the result obtained in [16], [18].
In order to obtain an expression for that would be
valid also for negative , let us focus, for a moment, on the
contribution to (45) due to the th state alone, viz.,
The first term is nonzero for , while the second term
is nonzero within the interval . Thus, the complete
expression for , which holds for all ,i s
(46)
where
and .
Step2: Fromourfinalexpression(46)for ,wecon-
clude that
where [resp. ] is the Fourier transform
of [resp. ]. The symmetry property
results in . Also
where is the Fourier transform of , and where we
usedthefactthattheFouriertransformof is .
Next,
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quencies all eigenvalues of are strictly less than 1 in
magnitude, so that the infinite series expression converges to
Combining the contributions from all three components pro-
duces the continuous spectrum formula (12).
For certain frequencies the matrix has one eigen-
value (or more) with unity magnitude. The corresponding
eigenvectors give rise to a discrete spectrum, as in (13). The
details of the derivation for the discrete spectrum can be
found in [18].
IX. SYNTHESIS PROBLEMS
In this section the goal is to review how effective random-
ized modulation is in achieving various performance spec-
ifications in the frequency domain. Desirable properties of
power spectra are dependent on the particular application.
Requirements of particular interest in practice are the fol-
lowing.
• Minimization of one or multiple, possibly weighted,
discrete harmonics. This criterion corresponds to cases
where the narrow-band characteristics corresponding
to discrete harmonics are particularly harmful, as for
example in acoustic noise, or in narrow-band interfer-
ence in communication systems.
• Minimization of signal power (integral of the power
spectrum) in a frequency segment that is of the order
of an integral multiple of the switching frequency. This
criterion corresponds to wide-band constraints in mili-
tary specifications, and it could be of interest for EMI
problems.
A typical narrow-band optimization criterion is a weighted
sum of discrete harmonic intensities between the th and th
harmonics, and is denoted as . A reasonable wide-band
optimization criterion, used for illustration in [17], [18], cor-
responds to the minimization of the signal power in the fre-
quency segment [0, 1.5], where the average switching fre-
quency is 1.
A. Design of Stationary Modulation Schemes
For illustration purposes, we consider the case of random-
ized PPM; the spectral formulas for this type of modula-
tion can be derived from (5). To streamline the notation, it
is assumed that the period of the reference (deterministic)
switching waveform is unity, , and we use to de-
note the Fourier transform of the pdf used in randomization.
InthiscasethepowerspectrumforrandomizedPPMisgiven
by
(47)
where the nonnegative function represents the square
of the Fourier transform of a rectangular pulse of unit height
and width centered at 0. Note that the th discrete har-
monic has intensity .
A typical narrow-band optimization criterion, which cor-
responds to the minimization of the sum of discrete har-
monics between the th and th, can now be written as
(48)
where a weighting function could be absorbed in . The
wide-band optimization criterion used for illustration in this
section corresponds to the minimization of the signal power
for randomized PPM in the frequency segment [0 1.5],
where the switching frequency is 1. This criterion can be
written as
(49)
Both the narrow-band criterion and the wide-band cri-
terion are in general nonlinear in ; in the PPM
case, they are quadratic functions of .
The optimization process, which is performed in the fre-
quency domain, has to generate a function that satisfies con-
straints in the time domain. In the case of stationary modu-
lation schemes, the optimization is performed over the space
of candidate probability densities . In all cases of practical
interest these densities have finite support (extent). Not sur-
prisingly, the performance achievable by randomized modu-
lation depends on the extent of the imposed dither (i.e., the
width of the support of the dither probability density), which
is in turn limited by the duty ratio of the nominal switching
waveforms.InthecaseofPPM,theditherisconstrainedtolie
in the range , where is the nominal (undithered)
duty ratio.
If global optimality of solutions to optimization problems
in randomized modulation is needed, then a complete
parametrization of the domain in the frequency domain is
required. None of the results from Fourier theory known to
us establishes a complete parametrization of this set, even
in the absence of constraints in the time domain. Thus in
[16], [17] several partial parametrizations of the domain
are used, together with numerical optimization. It turned out
that optimal probability densities obtained with different
basis functions are very similar [17], and that they yield very
similar performance in terms of the criterion values. This
gives some assurance that the choice of basis functions is
not critical for the optimization.
The examples considered in [17] suggest that randomized
modulation is in general very effective in reducing the size
of discrete components, thus providing a quantitative basis
for widespread applications of randomized modulation to
acoustic noise reduction. On the other hand, randomized
modulation is much less effective in addressing wide-band
spectral requirements. Spectral changes introduced by
randomized modulation are mostly localized in frequency.
B. Design of Markov Chains
Theoptimizationprocesshastoaddresstworelatedissues:
796 PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, VOL. 90, NO. 5, MAY 20021) designofan -stateMarkovchain(possiblyperiodic),
which reduces to the specification of a stochastic ma-
trix ;
2) choice of 0–1 functions, each supported on ,
that correspond to distinct cycles of the switching
function.
While the criterion functions are defined in the frequency
domain, the design is performed in the time-domain. This
makes the optimization problem difficult, and we again re-
view numerical experiments reported in [18] where the duty
ratio variations seem to be most effective in dealing with
narrow-band constraints. This fact is expected from the per-
formance analysis of stationary schemes [16]. Also, transi-
tion matrix variations have effects mostly on wide-band cri-
teria, but their overall effectiveness is limited. The true im-
portance of the transition matrix optimization is in the time
domain, where it influences the ripple.
These results suggest a decomposition of the Markov
chain optimization problem into two subproblems. The first
subproblem is the transition matrix optimization, and it is
concerned mostly with time domain requirements (ripple
control), and to a certain extent with the wide-band con-
straints in the frequency domain. The second subproblem is
the optimization of the waveforms at each state, and its pri-
mary effects are in satisfying the narrow-band requirements.
The proposed decomposition could significantly improve
the tractability of the optimization of Markov chains with
many states.
X. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
The main motivation for the use of randomized modula-
tion so far has been the possibility of acoustic noise reduc-
tion in inverter-based motor drives. It is argued in this paper
that randomized modulation could be beneficial for opera-
tion of any power converter. The main benefit from random-
ized switching strategies in this context is better utilization
of the available harmonic content of waveforms at the power
supply/equipment interface. When compared with nominal
(nonrandomized) waveforms, the main effect of randomiza-
tion is a reduction of the discrete spectrum (and introduction
of a continuous spectrum). Depending on the nature of the
equipment “downstream” from the energy source, the con-
sequences of this change can vary. For instance, the dam-
aging effect of harmonic torque pulsations in electric motors
is moreseverethanthatof widebandfluctuationsof thesame
overall power. The same observation holds for the sensitivity
of the human ear to acoustic interference. In general, the im-
pact of randomization is likely to be positive for systems
that are susceptible to narrow-band interference, like dig-
italcircuits,rotatingmachineryandcommunicationsystems.
Whilemanytypesofcommunicationsystemsarequitesensi-
tivetonarrow-bandinterference[14],theactualperformance
is very much dependent on the particular communication
method. For illustration, we consider the class of direct-se-
quence spread spectrum schemes, which is a method of in-
creasing importance in multiple-access communication sys-
tems like cellular mobile radio. In this case, a severe perfor-
mance degradation can be inflicted on the system by single-
and multiple-tone jammers [75], [76]. While a number of so-
lutions is available in this case (like adaptive filtering [75],
censoring in the frequency domain [77], and chaos-based
techniques [78]), a randomization procedure in the power
stage can mitigate some of these problems.
The relevant standards also reflect the notion that
narrow-band interference should be contained at the equip-
ment design stage. While the randomized modulation has a
potential to help meet these specifications without signifi-
cant hardware changes, it also offers the system designer a
fairly wide family of waveform spectra to choose from. The
added degrees of freedom allow a more effective optimiza-
tion of signal power at specific frequencies and/or frequency
bands of interest, so that possibly evolving standards can
be satisfied. Thus the randomized modulation is not merely
a way to take advantage of present regulations, which have
been written for a deterministic switching discipline, but
also a flexible approach to solving problems caused by
electromagnetic or acoustic noise and vibration. To that
end, the analytical results presented here might serve as an
aid to assessment of the potential benefits of randomized
modulation, and as a basis for design.
Resultsonstationarymodulationcanbegeneralizedtoad-
ditional cases, described in detail in [16]. If one randomized
modulation scheme, say randomized PPM, is applied to an
already aperiodically modulated pulse train, the procedure
is denoted as cascaded randomized modulation. In alternate
modulation two different randomized modulation schemes
are applied in alternation. In random choice of randomized
modulation,ateachcyclearandomchoicebetweentwomod-
ulation schemes is made, and independent random experi-
ments are performed afterwards to get values for the associ-
ated random parameters. These results are described in [16],
together with variants like queue modulation where the ran-
domizationitselfisenabledandexitedinastochasticmanner
(when a simulated queue is busy). Randomized modulation
can be viewed as a part of emerging “digital energy systems”
that aim to achieve efficiency while minimizing undesirable
effects on the environment like EMI, vibrations and acoustic
noise.
Switching based on a Markov chain possesses additional
generality when compared to the stationary randomized
switching strategies. The switching pattern in each cycle
is made dependent on the state of the underlying Markov
chain, thus providing an additional degree of flexibility.
State transition probabilities can be chosen so that large
local deviations from desired average steady-state behavior
are discouraged or prevented altogether. This permits simul-
taneous control of spectral characteristics and time-domain
ripple, for instance. We can consider switching based on
Markov chains as a prototype of a closed-loop randomiza-
tion where actual outcomes of the randomization process
(and possibly exogenous signals and spectral estimates)
are used to adjust an the probabilistic structure. This type
of switching is an example of (semi)-adaptive modulation
patterns that aim to control both time and frequency domain
quantities.
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to randomized modulation have been left out here, and the
technology itself is undergoing continuous developments
and refinements. Also, the emphasis is inevitably skewed
toward the material with which the authors are most familiar.
There is, however, little doubt that randomized modulation
will have a place in the armamentarium of a power con-
verter designer, and possibly be a useful tool to the wider
community of engineers dealing with electronic systems.
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